Two-Granularity Tracking: Mediating Trajectory and Detection Graphs for tracking under Persistent Occlusions
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Detectlets can be true or false positives.
encodes
the detectlets to be on/off. Initialized by confidence.

Two tracking granularities are complimentary

• false positive /miss detection
due to deformations
/occlusions
• under fit /loose fit boxes
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Attractions on the repulsive trajectory links is cancelled:
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We solve two-view steering cut by multiple steered segmentations:
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(yD )
1.Initialize yD by sampling high-confident detectlets. Compute W
2.Vary K and solve multiple ncuts, score clusters’ alignment and confidence.
3.Populate the tracking solution by greedily selecting non-overlapping clusters .
4.Update yD with the detectlets chosen in the tracking solution.

(yD ) = CDiag(yD )

Experiments

Graph steering:
• Correctly cancels cross-object leaking affinities in case of
repulsion between true positive detectlets.
²f p : false alarm
detectlet rate
²in : intra-object
affinity rate

Two granularity tracking tolerates detection sparsity and provides accurate
grounding for the targets during partial occlusions.
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Two granularity tracking
• Correct leakages in bottom-up trajectory clustering,
due to stationary/similar motion.
• Track under partial occlusions with accurate spatial
mask.
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• Erroneously cancels intra-object affinities in case of repulsions
between false alarms, firing in objects’ interiors.
²cr : cross-object
affinity rate
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Steered Graph vs Initial Graph

In steering cut the graph changes according to detectlet selection:
• Affinity contradictions between trajectories and detectlets are resolved by induced
trajectory repulsions.
• False associations to non-selected detectlets are cancelled so multiple detectlets cannot
claim the same trajectories.
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Set repulsions between overlapping in time detectlets, denoting they
belong to distinct objects:

Encode motion/disparity similarity between trajectories:

veli;j ; dspi;j : max velocity
/disparity difference
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Encode similarity between detectlets, based on trajectory anchoring:
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Intuition: We cast two granularity tracking as selection and clustering in the graph of detectlets
and trajectories. Detectlets’ selection steers (changes) trajectory affinities and cross-associations.
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False alarms are randomly distributed in object interiors and
cancel fewer links during steering. As such, graph steering
considerably improves affinity accuracy on average!
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UrbanStreet Dataset: new tracking dataset with accurate object mask

